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ABSTRACT
Quality of experience is getting the attention of the research
community as well as the industry. In case of real-time
streaming, packet loss, delay and jitter degrades the video
quality. The player buffer can be emptied due to long delay,
which freezes video at playout, while resuming the stream-
ing video content causes jumps to current location. There
is the question, how user is going to react to such kind of
artifacts with respect to location where they arise. We col-
lected user ratings for videos showing the artifacts due to
delay variation as well as freezes and jumps at different lo-
cations. We also verified these results with Perceptual Eval-
uation of Video Quality (PEVQ) application. For delay and
delay variation case, the PEVQ results are aligning to the
human rating, but both differ in freeze-and-jump case. The
users’ responses in case of freeze-and-jump shows interesting
results with respect to location.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.3 [Computer Communication Networks]: Network
Operations

General Terms
Human Factors, Measurement
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1. INTRODUCTION
To win the user’s loyalty by providing the good services,

service provider use to measure the quality of services with
different methods. Amongst others the concept of Quality
of Experience (QoE) is emerging quickly and getting atten-
tion of service providers and the research community. In
case of video streaming, QoE can be influenced by video
transcoding and transmission. Real-time video transmission

.

over the Internet may suffer with degraded quality due to
packet loss, delay and delay variation. Moreover, if by any
reason (due to long delay, packet loss or key frame loss) the
receiver stops receiving the stream and the player empties
the play-out buffer, then freezing will occur until the stream
is resumed. For real-time streaming, the user will miss the
content of video for that time period because the video will
jump from stop position to resumed position. This will in-
fluence the video quality and thus also the user perception.
The video quality is assessed by using either objective or
subjective method. Subjective quality depends on various
factors based on human psychology and viewing conditions,
such as observer vision ability, translation of quality percep-
tion into ranking score, preference for content, adaptation,
display devices, ambient light levels etc. [13]. Different stud-
ies have been undertaken for video quality of experience in
packet networks [3] [4] [7]. In [10], authors investigated the
effect of frozen and skipped frames on video quality. The
mean opinion score (MOS) has been considered the most
reliable subjective quality measurement method, however it
is time consuming and inconvenient. Alternative algorithms
have been implemented and approved by VQEG and ITU-
T.Basically these softwares analyze the objective metrics
of video quality and correlate them with subjective quality
MOS. The Perceptual Evaluation of Video Quality (PEVQ)
[8] model is recommended by ITU-T (J.247) in the category
of objective perceptual multimedia video quality measure-
ment in the presence of a full reference [11]. In this work we
evaluate the PEVQ with reference to user perception for dif-
ferent jitter conditions. Also, we test the PEVQ for a fixed
duration of freeze-and-jump of a video sequence at different
locations and compare the results with users ratings.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 introduce the perceptual evaluation of video quality
(PEVQ). In Section 3 we describe the experiment setup and
we discuss freezes and jumps of video sequences with respect
to different location of sequence. The results are presented
and discussed in Section 4 and 5. In Section 6, we conclude
the paper.

2. PERCEPTUAL EVALUATION OF VIDEO
QUALITY (PEVQ)

PEVQ is provided by OPTICOM, is part of the PEXQ
software suite and recommended by ITU for perceptual mul-
timedia video quality measurement. It measures degrada-
tions due to network by analyzing the degraded video. This
model measures the Quality of Experience (QoE) based on
modeling the behavior of the human [8]. It also quanti-



fies the other video quality parameters like PSNR, distor-
tion indicator and lip-sync delay. PEVQ is built on PVQM
and designed for mobile applications and multimedia ap-
plications. For video quality detection, it is based on five
indicators that are motivated by the human visual system
(HVS). These indicators operate in temporal, spatial, lumi-
nance and chrominance domains [11]. The results of these
indicators are incorporated and integrated in order to derive
the MOS [8].

3. EXPERIMENTS
To study the impact of delay and delay variation on video,

the experimental setup shown in figure 1 is used. It con-
sists of a video streamer, video player, shaper and measure-
ment point (MP). For streaming and playing VLC is used,
while for delay and variable delay shaping the Network Em-
ulator ”NetEm” [6] is used, as it provides the best delay
shaping as compared to other shapers [12].We captured the
video traffic before and behind the shaper using the Dis-
tributed Passive Measurement Infrastructure [1] based on
DAG cards [5] to verify the shaped delay and delay varia-
tion. Streamer and player were installed on Microsoft Win-
dow XP while the shaper ran on Linux. The delay (D) and
variable delay (∆D) settings used for these experiments are
D ± ∆D=100 ms±{0 ms, 2 ms, 4 ms, 6 ms, 8 ms, 10 ms,
12 ms, 14 ms, 16 ms}.

Streamer PlayerShaper

MP

Figure 1: Experiment Setup

Figure 2 presents a view of the video sequences that were
created to study the user perception with respect to a se-
quence of one-second freeze followed by a jump of video on
different locations. The video sequences used for the ex-
periments have 25 fps. The first test sequence starts with
freezed frame number one for one second and then contin-
ues playing from 25th frame to the end of video. In the 2nd

test sequence the video plays for one second, then the video
freezes at 25th frame awaiting one second duration and then
jumps to the 50th frame, from where it plays till the end.
Similarly the process will continue till the last second of the
video sequence, i.e we move the freeze-and-jump through the
video second-by-second.
User perception tests were conducted on campus, most of

the participants are undergraduate and graduate students.
Moreover the tests were conducted according to the recom-
mendation of ITU-R Rec. BT. 500-11 [2] and ITU-T P.910
[9] using absolute category rating (ACR).

4. DELAY/DELAY VARIATION
Figure 3 depicts the users’ perception for ”Foreman”video.

The x-axis shows the delay variation ∆D in milliseconds
around a fixed delay D=100 ms. The MOS is shown along
the y-axis. On the x-axis zero means that video is received
with a fixed delay of 100 ms, in this case MOS is 3.72±0.247.
There is no remarkable change in MoS in case of 100 ms and
100±2 ms but after that with the increase of ∆D, MOS de-
creases linearly till 100±8 ms and enters the BAD perception

region at ∆D = 4 ms. Similarly, Figure 4 shows the users’
feedback for ”Football” video. Here, in the first case with
zero ∆D the MOS is higher as compared to Foreman case.
MOS is decreasing linearly with the rising delay variation
till 100±12 ms and signals BAD perception for ∆D > 6 ms.
The Football video shows more resistance to delay variation
as compared to Foreman because it is a fast moving video
that makes it difficult for a user to notice quick changes and
disturbance. Those two video sequences are also analysed
with PEVQ by OPTICOM [8]. The original video is used
as reference for 100±0 ms case and later all other videos are
ranked with reference to 100±0 ms video. Figures 3 and 4
shows the result along the results discussed above. From
the figures, it is easy to see that the PEVQ results are very
much in agreement with the user ratings.
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Figure 3: PEVQ MOS and Users’MOS rating for
Foreman Video
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Figure 4: PEVQ MOS and Users’MOS rating for
Football Video

As we saw in figures 3 and 4 the PEVQ and users’ ratings
are very much aligned with each other, which can also be
verified numerically from the table 1. We can see that the
difference between user rating and PEVQ is small. However
after ∆D > 10 ms the PEVQ ratings remain greater than or
equal to 1.5, while user ratings approach to one for ∆D ≥
14 ms.

5. FREEZE-AND-JUMP
As shown in Figure 2 we focus on special cases, in which a

one-second freeze is followed by a jump of video moves along
the whole sequence. For this test we selected the Foreman,
News and HallMonitor videos. The corresponding users’
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Figure 2: Freeze and Jump Variation on Video Sequence

Delay Foreman Football
D±∆D PEVQ User MOS PEVQ User MOS

100± 0 3.78 3.73± 0.247 5.00 4.71± 0.186
100± 2 3.27 3.61± 0.226 4.04 4.25± 0.177
100± 4 3.03 2.95± 0.237 3.89 3.79± 0.204
100± 6 2.15 2.15± 0.233 3.16 3.25± 0.177
100± 8 1.86 1.68± 0.174 2.22 2.50± 0.264
100± 10 1.57 1.41± 0.181 1.69 1.67± 0.226
100± 12 1.92 1.32± 0.144 1.56 1.50± 0.264
100± 14 1.76 1.12± 0.122 1.70 1.08± 0.113
100± 16 1.49 1.15± 0.129 1.61 1.08± 0.113

Table 1: PEVQ MOS and Users’ MOS for Foreman
and Footbal Video

perceptions are shown in figures 5, 6 and 7. The MOS is
shown along the y-axis, whereas frame numbers are shown
along the x-axis. The data shown for x = 0 corresponds to
the original videos of 10 seconds length, whereas all other
videos have nine seconds actual video plus one second freeze.
This one second freeze-and-jump moves from first second to
last second of video. In both figures we can see that the
users’ perception varies with respect to the location where
this one-second freeze-and-jump occurs. For example in fig-
ure 5 when the freeze occurs at frame number 25 and jumps
the frames from 25 to 50, the MOS is 3.63 whereas when
freeze and jump cover frames 100 to 125, the MOS drops
to 2.63. The corresponding results of PEVQ are also given
in figures 5, 6 and 7 along with the users’ results. There
is a considerable gap between the users and PEVQ rating,
but the graphs are similar in shape. For the Foreman and
News videos we can see the ratings variation by users as
well as PEVQ, however in case of HallMonitor the PEVQ
rating remains approximately constant except for the first
two and the last values.
Table 2 shows the results of moving freeze and jump along

the videos of Foreman, News and HallMonitor.
From the table we can see that the rating of PEVQ and

Users differ from each other. For all videos the rating of
PVEQ is greater than four, while Users’ rating is varying
between two and four, which indicates that user is pickier
with respect to the location where freeze and jump occur,
whereas the PEVQ just compares the frozen frame with the
reference video. Obviously this yields a better rating as
compared to user rating. PEVQ gives approximately the
same rating for all HallMonitor videos, except for first and
last video. It has an unchanged background of hall with
two moving persons, so PEVQ obviously could not figure
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Figure 5: PEVQ MOS and Users’MOS rating for
Foreman Video with Freeze and Jump
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Figure 6: PEVQ MOS and Users’MOS rating for
News Video with Freeze and Jump

out any big difference between the freeze-and-jump video
and the reference video while comparing the frames with
each other. From table 2 we can see that PEVQ rating for
these videos is around 4.5 except for first and last video,
whereas the user’s ratings are significantly lower than the
PEVQ ratings and varying with respect to the location of
the disturbance.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented the study of users’ per-

ception for delay variation and freeze-and-jump cases and
also compare the user rating with PEVQ result. In case of
delay and delay variation we observed that the MOS rating



Frame Foreman News Hall Monitor
Freeze Jumped PEVQ User MOS PEVQ User MOS PEVQ User MOS

0 0 5.00 4.63± 0.245 4.84 4.69± 0.261 5.00 4.56± 0.344
1 1-25 4.73 3.63± 0.352 4.53 3.77± 0.394 4.77 3.67± 0.462
25 25-50 4.50 3.00± 0.358 4.47 3.00± 0.544 4.47 2.33± 0.566
50 50-75 4.53 2.88± 0.352 4.46 3.08± 0.564 4.48 2.44± 0.576
75 75-100 4.41 2.75± 0.335 4.05 2.85± 0.696 4.48 2.22± 0.544
100 100-125 4.48 2.94± 0.378 4.45 2.61± 0.522 4.54 2.22± 0.714
125 125-150 4.51 2.88± 0.434 4.25 2.92± 0.469 4.52 2.11± 0.393
150 150-175 4.24 2.63± 0.352 4.47 2.85± 0.660 4.55 2.33± 0.800
175 175-200 4.45 3.06± 0.418 4.46 3.08± 0.564 4.54 2.56± 0.808
200 200-225 4.70 3.75± 0.335 3.91 3.08± 0.564 4.52 2.44± 0.808
225 225-250 4.92 3.88± 0.303 4.49 3.92± 0.348 4.70 3.22± 0.635

Table 2: PEVQ MOS and Users’ MOS for freeze and jump videos
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Figure 7: PEVQ MOS and Users’MOS rating for
HallMonitor Video with Freeze and Jump

drops linearly towards the bad region due to increase in de-
lay variation. In this case PEVQ shows the result that are
well aligned to users’ rating.
In the freeze-and-jump case, the user reacts differently

with respect to the location where the problem happens.
User ratings vary for the same kind of disturbance arising
at different locations within the video, which indicates that
the disturbance and its location have a combined impact on
human perception. We observed similar behavior of user for
three videos chosen for this study. In this case the results of
PEVQ show variations similar to users’ observations but the
reduction of the MOS differs significantly in magnitude. In
general the rating of PEVQ is between good and excellent,
while the user rating is between poor and fair. On the basis
of these results one can use PEVQ for MOS study in case of
delay and delay variation and potentially for other typical
network performance issues. But for freeze-and-jump and
similar cases, one has to be careful as PEVQ overestimates
user perception.
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